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I. ABSTRACT

.
The goal of the paper is to prevent eugenics against testosterone, by

disclosing it’s possible shapes, because the first step of preventing it,
is to know that the idea/weakness exists. We cannot protect our selves
from something that we don’t know exists. We should not neglect the
fact that testosterone levels have been dropping a lot in the last decades
[1] [2] [3] [4], across generations, and independently of age.
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III. CONTEXT

The entire article is built around the fact that testosterone is a fear
inhibitor and that it is not compatible with fear as fuel for motivation.

IV. INTRODUCTION

While evolution is the survival of the good enough, eugenics is
a scientifically erroneous and immoral field of planned breeding
and racial improvement, which became very popular in the 20th

century (especially among elitists), a century at which testosterone
levels apparently started to drop across generations (independent of
chronological aging), by a far from negligible amount, and continues
to do so, in most likely all countries. And that’s a big problem, because
testosterone is a fear inhibitor, which means that if you do not have
enough testosterone, then you have more fear, which makes you less
likely to stand up for your self (and others) against corruption, and less
motivated to fight and protect your country as a soldier. In other words:
fear is an obstacle, while testosterone helps prevent you from being too
afraid to fend off.

If fear is the only fuel for motivation that you are compatible with,
then that makes you the perfect candidate for becoming a slave (the
fear of missing out might also count). We are not suggesting that
fear is always bad, nor that it is good in small amounts, but we are
deeply concerned that it is possible to reduce testosterone levels across
generations (and maybe even make the human body less sensitive to
testosterone). If testosterone level, like height and muscle mass, is a
human attribute (and it is), then in theory, it is possible to have a
distinct human race which has less testosterone levels (depending on
where we draw the line at defining the word "race"). At the time of
writing this paper, that distinct race does obviously not exist yet, not
even in Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK).

If risk is viewed as part of taking opportunities, then too much fear
can lead to hesitation in taking opportunities, potentially leading to less
progress (not suggesting why most richest people are men), and there
is no coincidence that gambling (taking opportunities) is so addictive
that it is exploited and turned against us via disguised/conventional
slot machines (a very long time ago, humans used to gamble their time,
safety and other resources to find truth: learning new skills, developing
new/better technologies, discovering what is on the other side of the

river, forests, valleys, mountains and oceans, etc.). Homo Neanderthals
are believed to be an extinct human race, partly because they were
much less gamblers (more content) than us, Homo Sapiens (we were
more reliant on technological development through gambling, while
the Neanderthals were stronger thus more reliant on physical abilities,
therefore less incentives to search for truth). That was another reason
why it is not a good idea to replace dopamine/gambling, with fear, via
eugenics.

If you happen find symptoms or evidence for the eugenic system, that
doesn’t mean that the system is intended (it’s probably just inherited),
or it might just be a symptom of something else (or other things which
may or may not be artificially caused, but are collectively contributing).
Or maybe it’s just a symptom of being soldiers of the economic wars
that we inherit. It’s hard to tell what the root cause is.

V. METHODOLOGY

1) The system:
• A system mainly based on debt and sanctions (expectations are debt

too), where the only fuel for motivation is fear (or by making other fuels
scarce enough).

2) Symptoms of the eugenic system (some of them):
• Most homeless people being men.
• Boys putting less effort at school, compared to girls (a collection

of disciplines is a discipline system, and not an education system;
disciplines cannot exist without punishment which creates fear).

3) Why this eugenic system works:
• Artificial selection: if fear does not prevent you from standing

up, then that is an opportunity of artificial selection, through passive
sanctions like joblessness, homelessness, prison, capital punishment
and social isolation (the others contribute for it). Notice how the
following play an important role here: scarce education, lack of free
speech and ignorance to cognitive biases (psychological defects that all
people have).

4) Subtly isolating the subjects within the eugenic system:
• The more difficult it is for gene inheritance to compete with

wealth/status inheritance, the stronger the isolation (this passively helps
support planned breeding).

• Passively planned breeding: from an eugenicist’s point of view, you
are just as good as dead, if you are not motivated enough by fear, which
makes you less likely to be productive, thus more likely to become
jobless/homeless or at least live in poverty and therefore less likely to
be selected by a female to help produce offsprings (because females
tend to have less testosterone which is compatible with the system,
and therefore they tend to be better off than the victims of the system,
who are, coincidentally, mostly males).

VI. RESULTS

We found subtle and passive, possible shapes of eugenics (presented
in the Methodology), such that it leads to testosterone decline, across
generations, independently of age.
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